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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Current study aimed to evaluate blood counts among blood donors attending Kosti hospital blood bank.
Methodology: This cross sectional descriptive study was performed at the blood bank of Kosti teaching hospital during December 2014-Febrauray 2015 and aimed to determine the haematological parameters of blood donors. One hundred donors were
chosen randomly to participate in this study. Venous blood (2.5ml) was obtained from each individual into an EDTA container.
The full blood count (FBC) was done for each donor, using fully automated haematology analyzer (Sysmex). Peripheral blood
film for morphology was done using Giemsa stain.
Results: Results showed that haemoglobin concentration was normal in 55% of the donors, less than the normal in 43% and
above the normal in 2% of studied group. RBCs were 70% normal, 4% lower than normal and 26% higher than normal. 78%
of the donor showed WBC within normal range and the remaining 18% were lower than normal. Platelets counts in donors were
90% normal, 8% low and 2% high. The Haematocrit values were 87% normal, 7% low and 6% high. The MCV in donors was
74% normal and 26% low. MCH value was 2% normal, 97%low and 1%high. The MCHC was 3%normal and 93% low.
Conclusion: There is considerable number of donors with haemoglobin concentrations lower than normal as well as lower red
blood cells indices. Thus full blood count should be incorporated in evaluating blood donors to insure both good quality of blood
and safety of the donors.
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INTRODUCTION
Blood transfusion is an essential part of modern medicine.
While blood transfusion can be life-saving it is not without risk(1). Specific pathologies associated with transfusion include transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI),
transfusion related immunomodulation (TRIM), circulatory
overload, bacterial infections and haemolytic transfusion reactions are complications that can lead to deleterious outcomes(2). Additionally, there is a growing body of evidence
indicating an association between transfusion, especially of
aged/stored blood products, and increased levels of morbidity and mortality in patients(3).

The primary goal of any blood transfusion is to provide the
patient with donor red blood cells that optimally survive after transfusion and serve their function and to ensure that
the patient actually benefits from the transfusion. To achieve
this goal, donor red cells that are compatible with those of
the patient’s blood are selected for transfusion(4). Blood
safety is a major concern all over the world. One of the most
important steps used to ensure blood safety is blood donor
selection(5-8).
Blood donor eligibility is determined by medical interview,
based on national guidelines for donor selection(9). Donor
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screening criteria are established to protect both donors and
recipients(10). To ensure blood safety, safe donors need to be
recruited and high-risk donors should be discouraged from
donation(11).
For people who are considering donating blood, a local
blood bank can describe the criteria for being a blood donor(11). Criteria for selection of donor including: The donor
age , Weight of the person, temperature and pulse could be
normal, The systolic and diastolic blood pressures are within
normal limits without medication, Hb is normal, free from
acute respiratory diseases, cardiovascular disease, epilepsy
and other Central Nerves System (CNS) disorders(12). The
blood donors must be free from any blood transfusion diseases that, can be determined by history and examination,
pregnant and lactating women excluded because of high iron
requirements(13).
Flowing our visiting Kosti teaching hospital blood bank we
observed that, blood donors haematological parameters not
measure, ABO blood group and virus screening only laboratory investigation done. So, our current study aimed at to
know if the donors haematological parameters within the
normal range or not.

ranged from 20 to 54 years. The results were processed statistically by using SPSS (version-21).
The results include the following: of the Hb concentrations
measured in donors 55% were normal, (43%) less than normal and2% more than normal, as shown in Figure 1.Corresponding results for RBCs were 70% normal, 4% low and
26% high. WBCs in donors were 78% normal and 18%low.
Platelets in donors were 90% normal, 8%lowand 2%high
(See Figure 2). The RBCs indices were set out in Table
1 as following: the Haematocrit values were 87% normal,
7%lowand 6% high. The MCV in donors was 74% normal
and 26% low. MCH value was 2% normal, 97% low and 1%
high. The MCHC was 3% normal and 93% low.
Table 1: RBCs indices among study population
Parameters
PCV

MCV

MATERIALS AND METHODS
One hundred fit blood donors without any history of longterm medication use, illness, and accepted by the physician
for donate blood were selected randomly from donors attending Kosti teaching hospital blood bank in White Nile
State, Sudan to participate in the current study. Third of the
blood donors were from Kosti town, the most blood donors
donate before periods 6 month -2 years.

MCH

MCHC

Data collected by structural interviewing questionnaire. All
participants were completed an individual informed consent
form.
2.5 ml of blood was taken from each individual in a sterile
and clean EDTA container. The full blood count (FBC) was
done, using fully automated haematology analyzer (Sysmex). Peripheral blood film for morphology was done using
Giemsa stain.
The results were recorded in the master sheet and the information fed to the statistical software program SPSS (version
21), frequencies were calculated as descriptive in all the results.

RESULTS
Our results showed that all participants were males because
females not normally donated blood in Sudan(14). Age
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Frequency (%)
Normal

87 (87)

Low

7 (7)

High

6 (6)

Normal

74 (74)

Low

26 (26)

Normal

2 (2)

Low

97 (97)

High

1 (1)

Normal

7 (7)

Low

93 (93)

Table 2: Blood morphology
Cell

Morphology

Frequency (%)

RBCs

Normocytice normochromic

98 (98)

Microcytic hypochromic

2 (2%)

Normal

82 (82)

Abnormal

18 18)

Normal

97 (97)

Abnormal

3 (3)

WBCs

PLt
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From the results of this study, the majority of blood donors
(69%) were between 25 and 39 years of age and all donors
were men because usually women do not donate blood in Sudan, this findings consistent with study in Khartoum blood
bank, Sudan in 2011stated that the majority of blood donors
(74%) were between 25 and 39 years of age and all of them
were men(14).

Figure 1: Haemoglobin concentration among study population

Figure 2: Blood cells Count in study population
Key: RBC= red blood cell; WBC= white blood cell; PLt= platelet

DISCUSSION
Blood safety is a major concern all over the world. One of
the most important steps used to ensure blood safety is blood
donor selection. The transfusion of blood and its components
is therapeutic and always associated with some level of risk,
which if not well-screened, could lead to several complications. Laboratory tests such as a complete blood count are
performed to find out if the patient’s symptoms are likely
to be relieved. The present study aims to know the haematological profile of screened blood donors attending Kosti
teaching hospital, White Nile State, Sudan.
Hundred blood donors who accepted by physician were randomly selected for the investigation of haematological parameters. After obtaining an informed consent, 2.5 ml venous blood was collected from the subjects and dispensed
into EDTA anticoagulant bottles and mixed by gentle inversion. Complete blood count was determined by haematology
autoanalyzer-Symex-Kx-21N, while a thin blood film was
prepared for examination of blood cell morphology.
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The present results revealed that, more than half (55%),(Figure 1) of the participants were in normal Hb concentration,
this results were inconsistent with study done in Benin City
hospital in Nigeria in 2012(15), reported that, the majority
blood donation Hb concentration (Hb) of 91.2% (146/160)
of the paid donor blood were ≥12 g/dl while 8.8% (14/160)
were >12 g/dl.
Concerning RBCs counts the present study showed that, the
majority of the participants (70%) within the normal RBCs
counts, while quarter of them (26%) showed increased in
RBCs count, and only (4%) showed decreased RBCs counts
(Figure 2). On the other hand the majority (82%) of the
TWBCs within the normal range and the remaining (18%)
showed decreased in TWBCs (Figure 2). 90% of blood donors in this study showed normal PLTs count, 8% increased
PLTs count and only 2% showed decreased in PLTs count
(Figure 2). Regarding PCV the current study results showed
that the majority participants (87%) within the normal reference, 7% of them the PCV was decreased and the rest 6% increased (Table2).In contrast study done in Kenya blood donors haemoglobin (Hb), red cell parameters (red cell count,
haematocrit, MCV, MCH and MCHC), total and differential
white blood cell (WBC) counts, and platelet counts in two
donor populations concluded that, a significant number of
Kenyan blood donors showed abnormal haematology profiles(16).
The present study showed that the three quarter (74%) of
the blood donors within the normal MCV values and the remaining (26%) bellower the normal value (Table2), while
the only of (2%) of the participants found within the normal
range of MCH, (1%) higher than the normal range, and the
majority(97%) were below than the normal value of MCH
(Table 2), these findings were not in agreement with the
study done in Suadia Arabia male donors regarding MCV
values while consistent with the results concerning MCHthat, haematological parameters(MCV, MCH) were generally lower than reference values amongSuadia Arabia male
donors(17).
The status of MCHC showed the almost same values of
MCH the majority (93%) were lower than the normal range
and only remaining 7% within the normal value (Table1).
The present study disagree with the results reported in the
previous study done in Nigeria stated that, the MCV of
43.1% (69/160) of paid donors were ≥75 fl while the MCH
Int J Cur Res Rev | Vol 8 • Issue 2 • January 2016
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of 86.9% (139/160) of the paid donors was ≥27 pg and the
majority of the test group had MCHC ≥30 g/dl(15).

7.

The current study showed that 98% of the RBCs morphology are normocytic normochromic picture (Table2) which
not in agreement with the previous study done in which
stated, a significant number of the paid donor population in
Benin are anaemic (predominantly hypochromic microcytic
anaemia)(15).Several studies also have reported anaemia in
blood donors(18, 19),with higher frequencies in Africa than
in Western countries(19, 20).

8.

9.

10.
11.

CONCLUSION
There is considerable number of donors with haemoglobin
concentrations lower than normal as well as lower red blood
cells indices. Thus full blood count should be incorporated
in evaluating blood donors to insure both good quality of
blood and safety of the donors. Further studies are needed to
strength this recommendation.
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